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Summary

The problem of fixed-size confidencc region (ellipsoidof the mean vector of a multinormal population is considered. The mode)
considered is same as that of Wang [14]. Two-stage, three-stage and purely
sequential procedures are proposed and their properties are studied.
Keywords • Fixed-size confidence region; multinormal population; two-itage,

three.stage and sequential estimation procedures; second-order
•approximations.

Introduction

Let us consider a sequence {Xi}, / = 1, 2, . . . of i. i. d. r. v.'s from a
p-variate normal population o'L), where l^^isthepx/ unknown
mean vector, o« is an unknown scalar, and Sis a known p Xp. positive
definite matrix. For other references where similar models have been
adopted for different estimation problems, one may refer to Wang [14]
and Chaturvedi [2], [3], [4], For specified (0, oc) and a<0,1), suppose
one wishes to construct an ellipsoid Rn for in the p-dimensional Eucli
dean space such that the diameter of Rn is 2d and > a. Follow
ing Srivastava [11], we define

J?„ = {Z : (Z„ - ZY S-i (Xn - Z) < d'}. (l-l)
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nwhere Xn = ^ Xi is the sample mean based on a random sample

of size n. It can be seen that

P(jieR„) = (}) (nd^la*), 2)

where if( •) stands for the c.d.f. of axj r.v. Let 'a' be the upper 100 •a%
point of distribution, i.e.,

<1- (a) = a. (j 3)
It is clear from (i.2) and (1.3) that for known o, in order to achieve

> «, the required sample size nis the smallest positive integer
n > n*, where

n* = a's'ld' (14)
But, when a is unknown, no fixed sample size procedure canachieve the
goals of 'fixed-size' and 'pre-assigned coverage probability' simultane
ously for all values of o. In such a situation, we adopt different estima
tion procedures based on samples offlexible sizes. These procedures and
their relative properties are described below.

In Section 2, along the lines of Stein (12), a two-stage procedure is
developed. It is proved that the procedure achieves the required goals.
However, this procedure isnot 'asymptotically efficient' inChow-Robbins
[6] sense. In order to ensure this property one can, of course, 'modify'
the procedure along the lines ot Mukhopadhyay [9]. But, there is a
serious drawback in Mukhopadhyay's procedure which is that even the
first stage sample size tends to 4"®® as </ —>• 0. Such procedures are not
feasible on practical grounds. In this connection. Stein [12] has already
mentioned that in univariate normal case if one takes the initial sample
size sufficiently large (>-30), then the ratio of expected sample size to
the 'optimal' fixed sample size (e.g., n* in our case) approaches unity.

In Section 3, a purely sequential procedure is proposed for estimating
|A. Such a procedure has advantage over the two-stage procedure since it
uses a sufficiently smaller sample size to achieve a confidence interval
with very nearly the same coverage. It is also 'asymptotically efficient'.
Second-order approximations are achieved for the expectcd sample size
and coverage probability associated with the procedure. For this proce
dure. along the lines ofSimons [10], Srivastava andBhargava [13] proved
that if after stopping, we take, say K, 'additional' observations then, for
sufficientlysmall values of d, > a for all (x and However

-I- ^ . f
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the question, "'What should be the value of KV is un-answered upto
now. An attempt is made to obtain a lower bound for K.

In order to construct a fixed-width confidence interval for the mean of

a univariate normal population, Hall [7] adopted a three-stage procedure.
The logic behind the use of this procedure was that in many situations
significant savings in time and money may be achieved. This procedure
is strongly competetive with the purely sequential procedure from the
point of view of efficiency. In Section 4, a multivariate extension of Hall's
three-stage procedure is provided.

2. The Two-Stage Procedure

Let us define [see, Wang (1980)] a2 = [p{ji - 1)]-^ S (r< - P„),
1=1 ~

— X„) as the estimator of Let us start with a sample of size

m (> 2). Then, the second stage sample size being given by

N = max {m, [pbm <rlld^] + 1} (2.1)

where [;>>] denotes the integer part of y and bm is the upper 100 • a%
point of Snedeckor's F-distribution with p, p{m — I) degrees of freedom.
Construct Rn for (x.

The properties of the two-stage procedure (2.1) are mentioned in the
following theorem.

Theorem 1 : lim E(Nln*) = pbja >1 (2 2)
d^O

Pil^^RN) > a (2.3)

Proof. We note the inequality

(pbm cl Id') < AT < ipbn, Id') + m (2.4)

or,

(pbm "llacr') < (Nln*) < (pbm + mjn*).' (2.5)

Result (2.2)now follows on taking expectation throughout (2.5) aiid using
the results Ei^l,) = lim «* = oo.

<f-+o
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Since the events 'N = n' and 'X„' are stochastically independent (see,
Wang [14]), we obtain

P(^zR„) = Ei^ {Nd'm

Using the basicinequality (2.4), one gets

i>(!^silyv) > E[if (pbm 0^°*)]

= P{F(p,pim — 1)) < 6ro}

and (2.3) follows.

' Remark 1. For p = 1, jx = |a, S = / = 1, (1.1) reduces to an interval
ofwidth 2<f and coverage"probability «for the mean of a univariate
normal population. In this case, since bm =r F(l, m —1) = 1)>
where ((m-D is the upper 100 •«% point of Student's ^-distribution with
(m —1) degrees of freedom, the procedure (2.1) reduces to the Stein's
two-stage procedure.

Remark 2 : It is straightforward from (2.2) that the procedure (2.1)
isnot 'asymptotically efficient' in view ofChow and Robbins [6]. As in
Mukhopadhyay [9], one can modify the procedure to ensure this pro
perty by taking m= max {2, + U. vfhere yi> 0) is some
known constant. This is due to the fact that lim m = oq and lim

d'^0 «

F{p, p(m —1)) = p~^ But. as we have mentioned earlier, even m eo
as rf -»• 0.

3. The Purely Sequential Procedure

Let us start with a sample of size m(> 2). Then, the stopping time
N = N (d) is defined by

JV = inf {n > m : n > aoyd*}

= inf {« > m: S„ < ipn'ln*) L(n)} (3.1)

P(n-1)

where L(/i) = 1- and Sn = S^ Zf. with Zj iV(0, 1).

Let us consider the difference

R4 = (pNVn*) L(N) - Sn. , (3-2)
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The mean, say v, of the asymptotic (as d0) distribution of Ra an be
obtained from Theorem 2,2 of Woodroofe [15].

In the following theorem, we shall obtain second-order approximations
for the expected sample size and coverage probability associated with
the sequential procedure (3.1).

Theorem 2 : For all m > \ + 2p~^, as d -*• 0,

E(N) = «* + p-i V- 2 + 0(1) (3 3)
PilisRn) = a + (fl/n») {p-^ v - 4 ~ a + p} ^ (a) + 0 {d*), (3,4)

where 5 (•) stands for the p.d.f. of a Xp r.v.

Proof. From (3.2) and Wald's equation,

pEiN - 1) = ipln*) E{N*- N}- V
= (yj/n*) E{n*^ + 2n*{N - n*) + (TV - «*)* -

{N — n*) — n*} — V

or,

p{\ - l/«*) E(N - n*) = V- pE {{N - n*yin*} (3.5)

It follows from a result of Bhattacharya and Mallik [1] that (iV - n*)l
X

(^n*yi* -> N{0, 2) SLS d 0. Moreover, following the proof of Lemma 4
in Chaturvedi (to appear) it can be shown that {N—«*)'/«* is uniformly
integrable for all m > 1 + 2p-\ Thus, we obtain from (3.5) for all
ffj > 1 + 2p-^, as d ^ 0,

pE(N —«*) = V—p{2 + 0 (1)}

and (3.3) holds.

Denotiiig by (J*' (•) and (J)" (•), the first and second derivatives of ^ (•)
and applying Taylor series expansion, we obtain for \ a — W\ <
I (Nln*) - 1 I .

PdxtRn) = E[i> (aNIn*)] -'>-

= <1/ (a) + (ain*) £(JV - n*) (a) + (a«/n*) •

E{(N - n*)*ln* V (W)} (3.6)

X

Using the results (AT - 7i*)/(n*)i/® ->• iV(0, 2), (N - «*)"/«* is uniformly
integrable for all m > 1 + 2/?~^, t!*' (W) -> 'I'' (a) as 0, and making
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substitution from (3,3), equation (3.6) leads us to

= a + (a/n*) v-2 + 0(1)} V {a) + (fl«/«*)

{2 + 0(1)} (a).

Result (3.4) now follows on using (a) = 5 (a) and (a) = {(—1/2)
+ iPl^ — 1) a~^} ? (a), where ? (•) denotes the p.d.f. of a r.v.

In the next theorem, we shall obtain a lower bound for the 'additional'
observations—'iST', which ensures P([isRif) > a for all 1^, and suflScien-

tly small d. We first establish a basic lemma.

Lemma 1 : Lei M = iaayd^Y' + K, where N is determined by the
rule (3.1) and [yY stands for the least positive integer > y. Then, for
aUm>l-\ 2p-\ as d -*• 0,

E(M) = (ao'ld^) + K-2 + 0(i) (3.7)

Var (M) = (2aa*ld^) + 0 («/"') (3.8)

and, for r > 0,

E \ M - E(M)r = 0 (d~') (3.9)

Proof: For Rd defined at (3.2), let

R*={aa^ld'}p-'(N- irRa

Since > (N — 1) d^la, we have

K<N- (aid') (N - \ry . (Z, - )

=^N- (aid') (N - ir (iV - 2)

<2.

Moreover, from the definition of N, R* > 0. Thus, 0 < /{* < 2 and

hence, E{Rj) p~\ as d0. Now, using (3.3) we obtain for all »j > 1
+ 2p~^, as ->• 0,

E{R*) = p-'v

= E(N) - E {a<^%ld»}
or,

E{aclld') = (ac^ld^) -2 + 0(1).

giving (3.7).
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We note that Var(M) = Var (AT). Let h^N) = | {aa*ld*}-'i2 {n _ aa*!
X

rf®} I . Since A(JV) -> N(fi, 2) ias 0 and for all /w > 1 + 2p~^, h^{N)
is uniformly integrable, we get

Var (M) = (2aa2/^fa) {I + o(I)}

and (3.8) follows.

For the proof of (3.9), we refer to Hall [8].

Now we establish the main theorem.

Theorem 3 : For all ((*. o«) and sufficiently small d,

, > « if K> (5/2) -{p- 2)l2a - a.

Proof: Since M=N + K,

P(I^^Rn+k) = E (Md'h')}
= <Ka) + EiMd'lo' - a) <I/'(a) + {\ll)EWh* - a)*

V ia) + r(d)

where rid) = 0 (d^E | M - E{M)?) = OXd^) on using (3.9). Hence,

P(i;^Rtf+K) = a + (^/'/o') E(M - a^^ld*) ?(a)

+ id*l2o^) {-1/2 + (p/2 - 1) a"'} {Var (M)
+ {EM-a)*}^(a) + 0(d^)

which, on using (3.7) and (3.8), gives

Pilj^tR^+K) = « + (d'la^) [K-2 + {(-1/2) + (pl2 - 1) a*'

+ a}]?(a) + 0(^/»),

and the theorem follows.

4. The Three-Stage Procednre

Let 1Q6 (0, 1) be specified. Start with a sample Xii . .. , of size
ki> 2). Define M = max {k, [fia^ydl + 1}. If M > k. takelhe addi-
tional observations to complete the sample Xi, . . . , Xu. Let

N = max {M, [ao2Jd*] + 1}
aud if N > M, sample the diflTerence to obtain Xf,.

Now we state the following lemma, the proofof which canbeobtained
exactly along the lines of that of Theorem 1 in Hall (1981).
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Lemma 2 : As d-^ Q,

E{N) = n* + 112 - 2y\-^ + 0 (1)

£|iV-/j*j» = 2v)-'«* + 0(l)

E\N- /i*I» = 0 (d-")

The main result is now stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3 : lim EiNjn*) = 1

lim P (t^e/?Ar) = « + lain*) [1/2 - 2^^ + la^i-'ln*
d-*0

{-1/2 + (W2- l)a-'}]5(a) + 0(d»)

Proo/. Result (4.5) is a direct consequence of the result (4.2).

For the procedure (4.1), we obtain, as d ->• 0,

P(p/?/v) = £[4) (aNin*)]
= <Ka) + (fl/n*) E(N - «*) 5 (a) + (aV2rt*^)

• E{iN - n*)*} {-1/2+ (p/2 - 1) a"'} I (a)
+ (\ln*^)0(E\N-n*\^).

The theoremnow follows on making use of Lemma 2.

Remark 3 . One can also construct a spheric^confidence region R*^
for [i of diameter 2d, i.e., R*^ = {Z : Z) {Xn ^ It is
easy to verify that J?; D{Z : ^(T^ - ?)' 2"^ -Z) < d*}, whereA
= maximum characteristic rootofS. Thus, ^ (*p < Nd'jXa*).
Obviously, the 'optimal' fixed sample size needed to achieve the coverage
probability a is « > no. where no = (a\'r*ld'). The corresponding estima
tion procedures can be easily defined.
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